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Valeri Kisiel Effects of Multiplication Symbols 

I. Introduction 

This research examined whether the choice of multiplication symbol had an effect on 

students' interpretation of the problem. Unlike addition and subtraction where there is a universal 

symbol used in American schools, we have five different ways to represent multiplication in our 

classrooms. Why is it we start out using the x? We then move to the· and*, followed by ()or 

variables such as vk where the multiplication is just "understood". Why can there not be one 

standard for students to understand and use? If we can't settle on just one alone maybe we can 

just get it down to less than 5? 

I have always wondered about why there were so many multiplication symbols and as I 

was growing up I would always be introduced to more as I got older. Our teachers would always 

just say "This is how we're going to represent multiplication now". It would always bother me 

and my friends and we would always ask, why? We were always just told we had to know every 

way it could be represented, but why is multiplication represented so many different ways? 

I taught some lower level classes during student teaching, Intro to Algebra, at Dunkirk 

High School. In this class we used all the symbols for multiplication because students needed to 

recognize whichever would be on the Regents exam. They also had issues with distribution and 

occasionally mistook the x as an x in the problems. 

What sparked my interest again were my Precalculus students at SUNY Fredonia who 

struggled with distribution in their algebra calculations. Many times a student would only 

distribute to the first term and I think this is partially because that is what happens when we use 

the x. You just multiply your terms and that is it, so they distribute once and think they are done. 

This is especially common with a negative sign that must be distributed. For the most part in this 

class we use the ( ) for algebra, the x only in scientific notation, and variables for word 
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problems. I have some students who use the· constantly but when I work on the board I use 

parentheses as much as possible. It is very difficult to do algebra without the parentheses so I 

believe that this should be the standard. 

My students at Dunkirk struggled with much more than notation in their work and 

examples in class. Since their issues were also computational I think it is best to focus on the 

higher level mathematics students who struggle much more with notation errors in their work. 

My study focused on determining which type of multiplication sign allowed students to 

be the least confused and therefore maximize on their mathematical achievement. 

It is hypothesized that the choice of multiplication symbol used can affect a students' 

work. 

I tested this hypothesis by having students take a multiplication quiz with questions of different 

difficulty levels. Every type of multiplication sign had the same number of questions in each 

difficulty level. Students did have the opportunity to use a calculator on this quiz because I 

wanted to focus on the notation more so than on the computational aspect. 
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II. Literature Review 

History of Multiplication Notation 

Why are there so many different ways to represent multiplication? Part of it is because 

multiplication has evolved throughout history. Students should appreciate mathematics more and 

realize that there are very few new questions, in fact many problems can be traced back to very 

old questions (Radford & Puig, 2007). All we really do is tweak the wording and change the 

symbols. Over time our representation of these problems has changed and in fact it was not until 

the mid 1600s that a system for writing algebra was developed that could be recognized as what 

we use today (Oliver, 2007). We have to look at the history of multiplication as well as the 

history of algebra to fully understand its evolution (Green, 1977; Katz & Batron, 2007; et al). 

The historic development of algebra began in both Egypt and Babylonia about 1650 BC 

(Stallings, 2000). The types of equations and notations used today were first introduced around 

1700 BC and stabilized by about 1700 AD (Stallings, 2000). Early Babylonian and Egyptian 

algebras were both written in rhetorical algebra, which refers to the stage when algebra was 

written in words. For example "ten and thing to be multiplied by thing less ten." (Nelson, 1993, 

p. 33) today in symbols we would write this as (x + 10)(x- 10) = x 2
- 100 versus a 

translation of the solution: 

Ifthe instance be, "ten and thing to be multiplied by thing less ten," then this is the same 
as if it were said thing and ten by thing less ten. You say, therefore, thing multiplied by 
thing is square positive; and ten by thing is ten things positive; and minus ten by thing is 
ten things negative. You now remove the positive by negative, then there only remains a 
square. Minus ten multiplied by ten is a hundred, to be subtracted from the square. This, 
therefore, altogether, is a square less a hundred ... (Nelson, 1993, p. 33). 
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The amount of time it takes to write this question and solution out in words is ridiculous and the 

words leave much more room for interpretation. Interpretation by students is lessened greatly 

with the standardized notation we use today. 

Individual symbols developed slowly over time and many times were used for different 

things than what they are known for today. Many times one author uses a symbol in their writing 

and if the work is widely read and the symbol appealing, other authors adopt it. The xis known 

as St. Andrew's cross, and textbook writer William Oughtred is credited with the first real use of 

it for multiplication in 1631 (Stallings, 2000). Before that the x was used for different meanings, 

including multiplication, proportions, and division of fractions (Cajori, 1993). 

The · was first used by Harriet in 1631 (Utterback, 1977) but was not prominently used 

until the seventeenth century when Leibniz criticized Oughtrad's use of the cross for 

multiplication because it looked too much like the letter x and he instead suggested the · for 

multiplication in its place (Eves, 1983). The juxtaposition of symbols to represent multiplication 

for example yz, was used by Rene Descates in 163 7 (Utterback, 1977). Another way we 

represent multiplication today is with parenthesis. 

Though vertical multiplication has somewhat become the standard, there is another 

method known as the Lattice method which dates back to the 1200s. It makes its first appearance 

in print in 1478 in Italy. Lattice got its name from the diagram used to complete the 

multiplication which appears to be a lattice you might find ivy growing on (Gu, 2001). 

The two factors playing the largest role in standardizing mathematical symbols were the 

invention of the printing press and economies strong enough to encourage the travel of scholars, 

resulting in the transmission of ideas (Stallings, 2000). There is no world standard of notation, 
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and even today some differences in use of notation persist. For example, many Europeans use a 

comma where Americans use a period, like 3,14 instead of 3.14 (Baumgart, 1969) for an 

approximation of rr. 

Though differences exist, these inconsistencies are small and as such with the 

standardization of more and more notation, mathematics is the closest thing there is to a world 

language. As mathematicians and teachers it is our job to make sure our students speak it as 

fluently as possible. 

Students' Interpretation of Multiplication and Notation 

Reading is a link to understanding. If a student cannot read their mathematics out loud it 

is difficult for them to register the mathematics (Usinskin, 1996). Unlike in English class 

students cannot "sound out" newly learned mathematical symbols (Rubenstein& Thompson, 

2001). Students must also be able to perceive patterns in problems and understand 

generalizations for types of problems (Teppo & Esty, 1995). Problems can be interpreted 

differently from person to person so it is important to understand how this can affect a student's 

ability to learn. (Anghileri, 1985; Hewitt, 2003; et al). Particularly, can the notation you choose 

to represent multiplication also affect a student interpretation of the problem? 

Most multiplication errors result from bits and pieces of procedural knowledge that is 

incorrectly applied. Procedures are brought from other arithmetic domains or done in the wrong 

order (Lampert, 1986). 
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Teaching Multiplication and Notation 

The symbolic language of mathematics often challenges our students. We sometimes 

forget that the words, phrases, and symbols that are meaningful to us are unfamiliar to students. 

As a result, many students have difficulty verbalizing, reading, understanding, and writing 

mathematics to express their mathematical thoughts or extend ideas (Rubenstein, & Thompson, 

2001). I agree that" ... young children should use math language to express mathematical ideas" 

(Cooke & Buccholz, 2005, p. 365) and this standard of students should always be held. As 

teachers, it is our job to hold them and ourselves to this standard. It is incredibly important to be 

conscious of how we word problems and answers, as well as how we present notation and work 

on the board. Even though something can be understood how it is written, it is very important for 

students to be able to write things correctly and understand where ambiguity may exist in the 

tiniest error. 

Students need to understand mathematical notation to be able to express themselves 

clearly and correctly just as we expect them to do so in any other language used in the classroom. 

Unlike the English language which is used throughout the school day in most classrooms 

mathematical language is generally only used in the mathematics classroom. 

Mathematics is taught in a certain order. Students will begin with addition and 

subtraction and eventually move on to multiplication and division. While addition and 

subtraction can be thought of as the joining of sets, multiplication is about replication. Many 

students who struggle with multiplication need to be shown that it is just repeated addition, and 

multiplication is all about replication (Harries & Barmby, 2008). 
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Addition and subtraction are one-dimensional operations with each input representing the 

same kind of element, 2 apples added to 3 apples. Multiplication, however, should be viewed as 

two-dimensional with two distinct inputs. The first input could represent the size of the set, while 

the second could represent the number of replications of that set (Anghileri, 2000). 

Manipulatives and diagrams can be a great way to demonstrate what multiplication actually is in 

the beginning but become unnecessary in higher grades. 

As students work with multiplication more, should we have them memorize their 

multiplication tables? Is it more important for them to recognize 5 X 4 = 20 or to be able to 

figure out the answer and understand it? Will memorization help them later on with multidigit 

multiplication such as 76 x 8? In order for students to be able to do multidigit multiplication 

they need to be able to break the digits apart in a coherent manner and put them back together 

(Lampert, 1986). Memorization of basic pairs of multiplication can come with time so should it 

really be forced upon the students? It is much more important to build upon the students 

understanding rather than memorization. 

Which multiplication symbol should we use and why does it change? Looking at the 

NYS Mathematics Core Curriculum MST Standard 3, multiplication is first introduced in the 

third grade using the symbol x. We see it in the following content indicator: 

"3.N.20 Use a variety of strategies to solve multiplication problems with 
factors up to 12 x 12" (The University of The State ofNew York The State Education 
Department, 2005, p. 38) 

There is no other sign used in the standards until the eighth grade where multiplication is implied 

with variables, 
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"8.A.ll Factor a trinomial in the form ax2 + bx + c; a=l and c having no 
more than three sets of factors" (The University of The State of New York The State 
Education Department, 2005, p. 85) 

and when it can be implied that parenthesis are used in 

"8.A.6 Multiply and divide monomials" (The University of The State ofNew York The 
State Education Department, 2005, p. 84) 

If there is no mention of these signs in the standards why must students know and recognize 

every representation? 

Other than the common way of teaching multiplication there is also the Lattice Method. 

Those who use it believe that it solves the problems found with multiplication algorithms. Most 

multiplication has certain steps. First we multiply by the ones, then multiply by the tens, then the 

hundreds and so on, and finally we add the partial products together to get our final answer. 

Some believe that this cuts down on room for errors commonly found in general multiplication. 

When using the lattice method you fill in the grid so there is a specific place for each product. In 

this way you are multiplying one digit by one digit each time and then add along the diagonals of 

your diagram (Gu, 2001). 

We should show multiplication in different ways and using different methods. It should 

be up to each individual student to decide what they understand best and what works for them. 

I am particularly interested in whether or not the notation you choose to represent 

multiplication with has an effect on a student's interpretation of the problem. 
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III. Experimental Design 

This experiment was designed to test whether the choice of a multiplication symbol in a 

problem can affect whether a student answers the question correctly. During this experiment 

students were given one of three quizzes randomly. The quizzes were identical in that they 

involved multiplication of the same numbers, but how the multiplication is presented was 

changed. Which quiz was taken and whether a student got the answer correct was collected and 

noted. 

Subjects 

This study was conducted at State University ofNew York at Fredonia (SUNY Fredonia) 

in Fredonia, New York. Located in Western New York, Fredonia is roughly 50 miles south of 

Buffalo and the college has about 5500 students enrolled currently. The study focused on 129 

students who were enrolled in Mathematics in Action, MATH 110, during the Spring 2010 

semester. Three classes were used in total, one section taught by Steven Collins, one section by 

Adam Frisbee, and one section by Valeri Kisiel. These classes were made up of primarily 

freshmen but there were some upperclassmen. 

The students enrolled in MATH 110 were mostly non-math majors who need credits in 

mathematics to graduate. All of these students come from a variety of mathematical 

backgrounds. Some have taken Calculus while others have not taken a mathematics class in three 

years. 

Since many students struggle with order of operations I wanted to see how they perform 

with simply focusing on multiplication. These students took the quiz that was analyzed and 

completed a survey to explain which symbol they prefer. 
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Design 

This experiment was conducted in the three cl<issrooms within the same academic week. 

Students were presented with this multiplication quiz of 15 questions to take in class. Ten of the 

questions were purely on multiplication. There were five "dummy" questions spread out 

throughout the quiz so students did not realize it was all multiplication. Quizzes were labeled A, 

B, and C and forty five copies of each quiz were made and mixed prior to class so that 

distribution was random. Quizzes A, B, and C had the exact same question asked except the 

notation was changed, for examples see Figure 1. Calculators were permitted and used at the 

students' discretion. Students had no more than 10 minutes to complete the quiz. Students were 

given a survey to complete after the quiz in which they indicated their multiplication symbol of 

choice and whether they thought which symbol used made a difference in their ability to solve 

each. 
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The data can be seen in the chart for all 10 questions. The number filled in is the number 

of students who incorrectly answered that question on each particular quiz. 

Figure 1 Layout for Data Collection 

Number Number Number 
of of of 
students students students 
who who took who 

Quiz A took quiz Quiz B quiz Quiz C took quiz 
Number Number Number 
of of of 
students students students 
who who who 
missed missed missed 

(8)(5(3)) question 8*5*3 question 8x5x3 question 

8 X 4 X 3.5 8. 4. 3.5 8 * 4 * 3.5 

2. 2.5 2 X 2.5 (2)(2.5) 

vx.axx vgm v· .a ·x 

8.5 * 3 * 5 (8.5(3))(5) 8.5. 3. 5 

vgm v,qm v.am 

8(6(-4)) -4 X 8 X 6 -4*8*6 

5 * 8.5 * 0 5 ·8.5·0 (5) (8.5) (0) 

tgx t X ,q XX t.ax 

• r 
8·2·7 (8)(2)(7) 8X2X7 
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Data Collection 

The data for this experiment was collected by grading students' quizzes and determining 

if they answered them correctly or not. There was no partial credit, a student either got it right or 

wrong. 

Students also took a survey a week later, see Figure 2. They were asked which type of 

multiplication symbol they preferred and whether they thought it made a difference. 

Figure 2 Portion of Student Survey 

Which multiplication sign do you prefer? (Please Circle one) 

vxt vt v * t (v)(t) v·t 

Do you think it matters? 

YES NO 

Whyorwhynot? ____________________________________________________ ___ 
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VI. Method of Data Analysis 

This experiment is a quantitative study, for the most part. The students' surveys 

generated some qualitative data. Since there were two different types of data collected they were 

analyzed by two different methods. The data from the quizzes focused on which type of 

multiplication questions were answered correctly more often and the data from the survey 

considered at the end. 

Analysis of Quizzes 

There were three types of quizzes with ten multiplication questions and five general 

mathematics questions. I only analyzed the ten multiplication questions. The only differences in 

the quizzes were which multiplication sign was used in which problem; numerically and 

computationally they were all the same. There was no partial credit; a student either got the 

question correct or incorrect. I looked at the percentage of students who got each question 

incorrect on each quiz and compared the results of each quiz. I then compared the percentage of 

incorrectly answered types of questions: Ultimately I warited see ifthere was a large difference 

between the types of signs and how a student achieves. 

Survey Analysis 

The survey allowed me to see if students felt which symbol used made a difference in 

their work. They answered a simple "yes or no" as well as "why or why not". This survey also 

showed the symbol preferred by students which was then compared to students' achievement to 

see if one type of sign could be considered superior to the others. 
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V. Results 

In attempting to see whether or not the multiplication symbol used made a difference in students' 

work the following results emerged: 

• The majority of students missed the only question involving a negative sign. 

• The most notable error was when the dot multiplication symbol was used with a value 

consisting of a decimal point. 

• · 63% of students didn't feellike which symbol was used made a difference. 

• The symbol most preferred by students was the dot with 43% of students choosing it. 

Figure 3 Number of Students Who Incorrectly Answered Each Question 

Quiz A 42 Quiz B 44 Quiz C 43 

(8){_5_(3)) 2 8*5*3 0 8x5x3 1 

8 X 4 X 3.5 2 8. 4. 3.5 4 8 * 4 * 3.5 3 

2. 2.5 2 2 X 2.5 0 . (2)(2.5) 2 

V X_g_ X X 2 vgm 1 v·g·x 1 

8.5 * 3 * 5 3 (8.5(3))(5) 2 8.5·3·5 6 

v.qm 0 V_f]m 2 v,qm 3 

8(6(-4)) 5 -4 X 8 X 6 7 -4*8*6 6 

5 * 8.5 * 0 2 5 . 8.5. 0 0 (5)(8.5)(0) 2 

tgx 2 t X g XX 0 tgx 2 

8·2·7 2 (8)(2)(7) 2 8x2x7 4 
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Looking at the data for each question missed I first chose to focus on the highest percentages: 

Figure 4.1 Percentage of Students Who Incorrectly Answered Each Question 

Quiz A 42 Quiz B 44 Quiz C 43 

(8)(5(3)) 4.76 8*5*3 0 8x5x3 2.33 

8 X 4 X 3.5 4.76 8. 4. 3.5 9.09j 
' 

8*4*3.5 6.98 

2. 2.5 4.76 2 X 2.5 0 (2)(2.5) 4.65 

V X g X X 4.76 vgm 2.27 v·g·x 2.33 

8.5 * 3 * 5 7.14 (8.5 (3)) (5) 4.55 8.5. 3. 51 

- -· t 
!14 

vgm 0 vgm 4.55 vgm 6.98 

8(6( -4)1 t11.9 -4 X 8 X 6 15.9 =:~t! ?..! g :14 -· - ··--

5 * 8.5 * 0 4.76 5 . 8.5. 0 0 (5) (8.5) (0) 4.65 

tgx 4.76 t X g XX 0 tgx 4.65 

8·2·7 4.76 (8)(2)(7) 4.55 8,.x 2~.7 9.3 

Quiz Results: 

Figure 4.2 Percentages for Question Containing Negative Signs 

8(6(-4))! 11.~ I r-4 X 8 X 6, -4*8*6 

The highest percentages ofquestions missed were the one question on each quiz 

involving a negative sign. Since students who had the "correct" answer without the negative sign 

were considered wrong and I only had one question with a negative I did not have much to 

compare it to. Notation didn't seem to be the issue here as students missed this question 

consistently on all three quizzes. 
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As I had suspected a decimal point with the dot symbol caused issues for the students. 

There is very little difference to the eye between the two symbols especially when you're not 

looking for it. There were four questions on the quizzes that dealt with decimals. 

Figure 4.3 Percentages for Questions Containing Decimal Point 

8 X 4 X 3.5 4.76 8. 4·3.5 9.091 
8 * 4 * 3.5 6.98 

2. 2.5 4.76 2 X 2.5 0 (2)(2.5) 4.65 

8.5 * 3 * 5 7.14 (8.5(3))(5) 4.55 8.5 ~ 3. 5, ,14 

5 * 8.5 * 0 4.76 ;5 . 8.5. o: 
~. ''" ·-" p (5) (8.5) (0) 4.65 

In three out of the four questions the one written using the dot symbol was missed the 

most often. 

The one case where students using the decimal with a dot actually preformed the best was 

when it was also being multiplied by zero. 

Figure 4.4 Percentages for Question Containing Decimal Point 

5 * 8.5 * 0 4.76
1
. p . 8.5. o. p· I (5)(8.5)(0) .

1 

4.651 

Since we were multiplying by zero it is difficult to say whether they performed the 

multiplication up to that point correctly. It is curious that almost 5% of students taking the other 

quizzes missed this question when written differently. 
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When I began analyzing the quizzes I couldn't help but take notice how students rewrote 

the questions that used variables. Students had to substitute in numbers for these before they 

could solve and as such a multiplication sign as well. 

9.} v = 3 g = 2 m = 5 

Find vgm 

9 .) v = 3 g = 2 m = 5 

Find vg rn 

3 -· ~2-· J 
/ ( ... ..., ,"1 () 
b ' J -· J 

9.) v = 3 g == 2 m = 5 

Find vgm 

I did have one student who decided that no sign was necessary since the original did not have 

one! 

9.) v == :l _q .: l m = S 

Find vgm 

! .-.-,;;:;;:..::.:._ ..... - .. " 
.' ~ 
~ ~-:;.. ? .... '. 
\.-:: .:;.:. ~ . :. .... : ..... 

~-/ ·- ·~· 

~::t , ~ : ..... .. 

The final question on the quiz was very straightforward, multiply 8, 2, and 7, but on Quiz 

C 9.3% of students got this problem incorrect using the X. I could not find an obvious reason for 

this in comparison to the other questions using x or the last question on the other quizzes. After 

discussion with colleagues we have decided perhaps less effort was put in because it was the last 

question. 

17 
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Survey Results: 

On the survey students expressed a preference to the dot as their choice of a 

multiplication sign with 43% of students choosing it. While only 20% for parentheses(a)(b), 

13% for no sign ab, 13% for the star a* b, and finally 11% for the cross a X b. This was 

surprising as the dot appeared to cause the greatest amount of error throughout the quizzes! 

I was also interested to know whether or not students felt that notation would make a 

difference in their ability to solve a problem. Sixty three percent of students indicated they felt 

that which symbol was used would not affect their work. When asked why or why not the most 

common answer I received was "I know all the signs and I know they mean multiplication". 

Many students expressed the reason they did not choose the cross was because it was so 

easily confused with an x when it came to algebra. Since they didn't use it with algebra it carried 

over to numeric values and eventually they chose their new symbol of preference. 

One student in particular gave a very detailed explanation: 

Do yCHJ think it matters? 

NO 

Her points were all valid, aside from her feelings about *. She was the only student who 

explained her reasoning behind each sign and many of her concerns were those that I shared. 

18 
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VI. Implications for Teaching 

A. Classroom Implications 

I had originally hypothesized that the choice of multiplication symbol used could affect 

students' work and I think that this study has at least begun to show that. 

I had hoped that students would be partial to parentheses as I prefer to use them in 

comparison to the other multiplication symbols. Students need to understand parentheses in order 

to do order of operation problems correctly. Since many of my "dummy'' questions were muti

step questions where students had to use order of operations I saw PEMDAS written on a lot of 

papers but many students still did these questions wrong. 

Since so many students did not feel like the symbol they used made a difference it is very 

interesting that students preferred the dot when it was what caused them the most issues. Going 

into this I had suspected that a dot with a decimal and a X with an x would be the questions that 

would really make a difference in students work. I think because I had students only multiply 

numbers and not variables without numeric substitution I didn't really see the issues with the x 

like I thought I was going to. 

Teachers must be aware of the notation they are using. We have to make sure we write 

problems clear and correctly for students. I've seen it in many classes that I have taken and even 

taught; the instructor uses shorthand on the b'oard and as a teacher you know what it means but it 

has to translate to the students. It inevitably leads to the classic line from students "I understood 

it in class but when I went back to my notes I had no idea". Use of multiplication symbols is just 

a small piece of that. 
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Students should also get a feel for the history behind mathematics. They should know 

where these symbols came from and why we use them today. Many students complain about 

having to show work, but if we had them do just one assignment without the use of symbols I 

would have high hopes that they would never complain again. Students should see mathematics 

as a language and see how it has evolved over time. 

Overall I do think that notation can make a difference and as teachers we need to be 

aware of that. Most of us recognize not to use a dot symbol with a decimal point or the cross 

while doing algebra, but why use these signs at all if we have restrictions? Personally I think the 

use of parenthesis and an understanding of parenthesis is what will help students later on in 

higher level mathematics. Parentheses represent multiplication and students will eventually need 

to know them so in my opinion there really is a very limited need for all of our other symbols. 

B. Suggestions for Future Research and Concluding Remarks 

I would love to see this study done at different levels in the curriculum and with a greater 

sample. If I could do it again I would have made the quiz longer and I would definitely have 

more questions with negatives. I would have also liked to see students multiply something other 

than just numbers. In the case of variables I would have liked to see if any issues with the x and 

the x surfaced. How much of a hindrance is using the cross in higher level mathematics? If 

taught from the beginning to use parentheses could third graders still multiply? What if different 

multiplication symbols were used in the same problem? It would also be interesting to look at 

order of operations but that would have been a very large task to take on alone. 

After looking at the history behind our multiplication symbols and how students feel I 

still believe that there are too many sign for multiplication and unnecessarily so. The percentage 
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of students who took my survey and choose the x was the smallest group. This is generally the 

first sign that they learned but in higher level mathematics you rarely use it. I do not believe that 

we should be teaching students signs that will only be used for a short period in their education. 

Though we may not need to limit it down to one sign, I do think that we need to cut the fat. 

I think the x had a good run but it doesn't get used very much in higher level 

mathematics. Equation editor has come far enough that teachers no longer have to settle for the 

multiplication symbol given on their keypad so we no longer need * as a sign either. The · can 

easily be confused with a decimal point as my students have shown, so why all the confusion? 

In my classroom I know that I will be partial to the parentheses, but for now I suppose to each 

their own. 
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I. Appendixes 

A. QuizA 

Name ____________________ _ 

Solve each expression. A calculator may be used. 

1.) 2(8 + 5) - 3 

2.) (8)(5(3)) 

3.) 8 X 4 X 3.5 

4.) 2 . 2.5 

Effects of Multiplication Symbols 

6.) V = 2 g = 4 X = 5 

Find V X g X X 

7.)2+5(4-6) 

8.) 8.5 * 3 * 5 

9.) v = 3 g = 2 m = 5 

Find vgm 

) 
2+5 

10.-
7 
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11.) 8(6( -4)) 

12.) 5 * 8.5 * 0 

13.) t = 4 g = 2 X = 8 

Find tgx 

14.) (8+9)6 

Effects of Multiplication Symbols 

15.) 8. 2. 7 
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B. Quiz B 

Name ____________________ _ 

Solve each expression. A calculator may be used. 

1.) 2(8 + 5)- 3 6.) V = 2 g = 4 X = 5 

Find vgx 

2.) 8 * 5 * 3 7.) 2 + 5(4- 6) 

3.) 8. 4. 3.5 8.} (8.5(3))(5) 

4.} 2 X 2.5 9.) v = 3 g = 2 m = 5 

Find vgm 

) 
2+5 

10.-
7 
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11.) -4 X 8 X 6 

12.) 5 . 8.5 . 0 

13.) t = 4 g = 2 X = 8 

. Find t X g X X 

14.) (8+9)6 

Effects of Multiplication Symbols 

15.) (8)(2)(7) 
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C. Quiz C 

Name ---------------------
Solve each expression . A calculator may be used. 

1.) 2(8 + 5)- 3 

2.) 8 X 5 X 3 

3.) 8 * 4 * 3.5 

4.) (2)2.5 

Effects of Multiplication Symbols 

6.) V = 2 g = 4 X= 5 

Find v · g ·X 

7.) 2 + 5( 4- 6) 

8.) 8.5. 3. 5 

9.) v = 3 g = 2 m = 5 

Find vgm 

2+5 
10.)-

7 
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11.) -4 * 8 * 6 

12.) (5) (8.5) (0) 

13.) t = 4 g = 2 X = 8 

Find tgx 

14.) (8+9)6 

Effects of Multiplication Symbols 

15.) 8 X 2 X 7 
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C. Survey 

Survey 

Female __ _ Male ___ _ 

Teacher --- --- - - - - - - ----

Which multiplication sign do you prefer? (Please Circle one) 

V X t vt V*t (v)(t)_ v. t 

Do you think it matters? 

YES NO 

Why or why not? 
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D. Consent Form 

TO: Students ofMATH 110 

FROM: Ms. Kisiel 

DATE: 02/24/2010 

RE: Consent Form 

•!• You are being asked to participate in a research project. 

•!• To participate, you must simply take a quiz which will not affect your grade in this class. 

•!• By signing the consent form, you are allowing Ms. Kisiel to use your grade information 

in the study. 

•!• This project will take place in this one class. 

•!• This one quiz will be the focus of the project. 

•!• Your name will never be used in any way. The study will not identify you personally. 

Only your grades will be used in the study. 

•!• Ms. Kisiel may keep examples of your work on the quiz. This is by your choice. To make 

sure your identity is safe, your name would be removed from the example before it is 

included as part of the project. 

•!• The risks involved to you are very small. There may not be any risk to you at all. If there 

is a problem that you would like to discuss with someone other than Ms. Kisiel the 

counseling center is available to you. 

•!• Please remember that this study is an attempt to determine which notation is easiest for 

student to use and understand. 

•!• There is no penalty for not signing the consent form. 

•!• You will not be paid or given rewards !or participation. 

*Please sign and return the original consent form as soon as possible* 
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Student Consent Form 
SUNY Fredonia 

The study that you will be participating in will use your data from a basic 
mathematics quiz containing 15 questions. You will be allowed to use a calculator. 
All it will consist of is adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. 

Thank you for being a part of this study. Please print and sign your name in the space 
provided to show that you agree to participate. Remember that signing the form 
allows Ms. Kisiel to use your data for the research project. 

Voluntary Consent: I have read this memo and I am fully aware of all that this study 
involves. My signature below shows that l freely agree to participate in this study. I 
understand that there will be no penalty for not participating. I understand that I may 
withdraw from the study at any time, also without penalty. I understand that my name 
and any other personal information will be kept out of the study. I understand that if I 
have any questions about this study I may contact: 
Ms. Kisiel at 
valeri.kisiel@fredonia.edu 
(716)673-4811 
Keary Howard at 
Keary.Howard@fredonia.edu 
(716) 673-3873 
Maggie Bryan-Peterson at 
Maggie. Bryan-Peterson@fredonia. edu 

(716) 673-3528 

Please return this original, completed for as soon as possible. Thank you for your 
cooperation. 

Student Name (PRINT) _________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Student Signature ________________________________________________ _ 

Date: _ ___ ___ ______ _ 
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